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It's very odd that students think school is all about learning and being serious. As a young child, I
always thought school was the worst place ever until I went to Cole Academy. This school taught me
that school is more than you think it is. This school means a place where you feel safe, a place where
you learn and laugh, and a place where you don't always have to be serious. Last but not least, a place
where you can show your true abilities and not be discouraged by it.

From going to Cole Academy for 4 years I received a good education and have started a new
chapter for my life. Being able to even have caring teacher to teach me is the best blessing in the world.
I am one out of not many that is able to get a education, to have the opportunity to make friends, and
learn together is the best thing a child could ever know. Many children in different places aren't able to
get an education, such as a teen activist named Malala, who fought for her education and others out
there. The wonderful teachings that I've received from the talented teachers I had over the years is a big
step in my life and will help in my later years.
Another thing I learned is my school is not only about the intelligent teachings I receive, but its
also about the growth of friendship that has happened. As a student going to this school, I feel that my
friendship has overcome a lot of obstacles that I takes to have a friendship. Through all the years at Cole
Academy, I have made many friendships and have built a lot of strong relationships. I may have been
through many ups and downs but at the end of the day all the work was worth it.
In conclusion, school is not just a building you go to and have to learn, its a place where you
learn and build relationships and laugh and make friends. I feel so honored to be a part of Cole
Academy. They have give such very encouraging advice to help all us students become better and
smarter. All the teachers I had are such a blessing. One particular quote that was said to me will stick
with me forever, “Don t let anyone tell you that you can't do something.”

